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Author’s Corrections 
Vol. 8, No. 3 (1968), in the article entitled, “On the Free Product of 
Associative Rings. III,” by P. M. Cohn, pp. 376-383: 
Page 380. The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is wrongly stated; it should 
read: 
Then either (i) there exists an i, and elements zk E P (k # i,,) such that 
h(aiO - Ckfi, ag,J < m, or (ii) there exist zji E P such that, if we write 
a? = a, - C ajzji , (14) 
then for some A, those a? which lie in H,,wL are right linearly dependent over 
R,(mod Hm-l). (This means that h(afwJ < m for some wi E RA , not all zero. 
Note however, that Hm-l is not an R,-submodule.) 
The applications made are unaffected by these changes. In the proof, 
if m < n, we reduce to the case m = n as before; if m = n and for some i, , 
h(biO) = 0, conclusion (i) follows easily, while if h(bJ = 1 for all i, we reach 
(ii) as before. 
Page 382. The part of the proof after the sentence containing (28) 
should read: 
Moreover, the uj can now be taken to lie in HT-l. Now consider the sumx afb, , 
taken. over all i such that bi E Rh . This is equal to 
C (Up,X,i + u:) bi 3 C u,,o~, + C ajbi E Hn-l, 
giving the desired R,-linear dependence. 
Page 383. Four lines after (30); the sentence beginning “Since 
HAm/Hy-’ e-e” should read: 
Since H,,“/H,“-l s N Ok Rh , where N = H”-l/Hp-l, it follows that if 
the u: are right R,-linearly dependent (mod Hm-l), then a linear combination 
of their images in HAm/HT” is either 0 or is a nonzero element of N, which 
can be included in a K-basis of N. In either case we can reduce C h(af) and 
the result follows. 
I am very grateful to G. M. Bergman, both for pointing out the errors and 
for suggesting remedies. 
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